ECA-AUC Digital ID Program

**Mobile access & connectivity**
- SIM registration
- Mobile transactions

**Economic opportunity**
- Sharing economy
- Opening small business
- Digital trade
- Cross-border trade

**Social Services**
- Maternal & child health services tracking
- eHealth, virtual health services
- Educational enrollment

**Financial inclusion**
- E-payments
- P2P transfers
- Access to financial services

**Democratic process**
- Fair, fast and secure voting, tracked to an individual’s verified digital ID
- Domestic accountability

**Government services**
- Social Intervention programs
- Cash transfers
- Pensions

**Public Finance**
- Domestic Resource Mobilization
- Effective targeting
- Payroll Integrity

**Leaving no one behind**
ECA is a signatory to the Principles on Identification for Sustainable Development

These principles lay out the features of an inclusive and empowering ID system

**INCLUSION:**

**UNIVERSAL COVERAGE AND ACCESSIBILITY**

1. Ensuring **universal coverage** for individuals from birth to death, free from discrimination.
2. Removing barriers to **access and usage** and disparities in the availability of information and technology.

**DESIGN:**

**ROBUST, SECURE, RESPONSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE**

3. Establishing a robust – **unique, secure, and accurate** – identity.
4. Creating a platform that is **interoperable** and responsive to the needs of various institutions.
5. Using **open standards** and ensuring vendor and technology neutrality.
6. Protecting **user privacy** and control through system design.
7. Planning for financial and operational **sustainability** without compromising accessibility.

**GOVERNANCE:**

**BUILDING TRUST BY PROTECTING PRIVACY AND USER RIGHTS**

8. Safeguarding data privacy, security, and user rights through a comprehensive **legal and regulatory framework**.
9. Establishing clear institutional mandates and **accountability**.
10. Enforcing legal and trust frameworks through **independent oversight** and adjudication of grievances.